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Sundark: An Elle Black Penny
Dread
By Elizabeth Watasin

A-Girl Studio. Paperback. Condition: New. 184 pages.
Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.3in. x 0.5in.Who is Elle BlackElle Black, an
unconventional psychic detective in an unconventional
Victorian marriage, leaves her lovely lesbian wife to answer a
desperate plea. Guests are vanishing in a mechanical hotel
known as the Sundark, and Elle must use her anomalous
perturbationist giftthe ability to move objects with her mindto
save herself and the remaining hotel residents from
malevolent, sidereal powers. But with apparitions appearing,
magnetic lines disrupted, and clairvoyant guests lurking, who
is the true murderer. . . or murderessAdd to your collection of
female detective mysteries: A gaslamp fantasy in a steampunk,
paranormal London, follow the telekinetic Elle Black, a twentytwo year old, happily remarried widow, as she solves mysteries
in the same alternate world as The Dark Victorian series by
Elizabeth Watasin. Where Secret Commission agents Artifice
and Jim Dastard havent time to tread, Elle Black will take up
the lead and follow. Experience a bonus Art Gallery: The
paperback version of Sundark: An Elle Black Penny Dread,
contains a small gallery of illustrations by Elizabeth Watasin.
Learn more about this thrilling, lesbian historical fiction series:
Deep in Londons Chiselhurst lies the Sundark, a magnificent,...
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Reviews
It is great and fantastic. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your life period will likely be
transform once you comprehensive reading this book.
-- B la nca Da vis
An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have
read. Your life period will probably be enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Pr of. Da n Windler MD
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